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Photodissociation dynamics of methyl iodide (CH3 I) adsorbed on both amorphous solid water (ASW)
and porous amorphous solid water (PASW) has been investigated. The ejected ground-state I(2 P3/2 )
and excited-state I(2 P1/2 ) photofragments produced by 260- and 290-nm photons were detected using laser resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization. In contrast to gas-phase photodissociation,
(i) the I(2 P3/2 ) photofragment is favored compared to I(2 P1/2 ) at both wavelengths, (ii) I(2 P3/2 ) and
I(2 P1/2 ) have velocity distributions that depend upon ice morphology, and (iii) I2 is produced on
ASW. The total iodine [I(2 P3/2 )+I(2 P1/2 )+I2 ] yield varies with substrate morphology, with greater
yield from ASW than PASW using both 260- and 290-nm photons. Temperature-programmed desorption studies demonstrate that ice porosity enhances the trapping of adsorbed CH3 I, while pore-free
ice likely allows monomer adsorption and the formation of two-dimensional CH3 I clusters. Reactions or collisions involving these clusters, I atomic fragments, or I-containing molecular fragments
at the vacuum-surface interface can result in I2 formation. © 2013 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4790585]
I. INTRODUCTION

Photochemical reactions of organics on water ice have
been studied extensively because of their relevance in atmospheric processes.1–4 The interactions of adsorbed organic molecules on ice have been investigated using
techniques such as temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD),5–7 electron-stimulated desorption,8 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,9, 10 and reflection absorption infrared absorption spectroscopy.11, 12 These studies show that adsorption, diffusion, and desorption of organic molecules depend
largely on the morphology of the ice substrate. Ice grown
in vacuum can exist in several different structural forms depending on the temperature of the cold substrate.13 Deposition of water vapor at substrate temperatures below 130 K results in the formation of low-density porous amorphous solid
water (PASW), while dosing water vapor at higher temperatures (≥130 K) results in formation of amorphous solid water
(ASW). Crystalline ice is formed by dosing water vapor at
temperatures ≥ 140 K. PASW and ASW grown at 90 K and
130 K, respectively, are both used in this study. Unlike ASW,
PASW contains many surface defects that facilitate trapping
of adsorbates.14
There have been extensive experimental and theoretical
studies on the photodissociation of CH3 I in the gas phase15–24
or adsorbed on different solid substrates.25–35 Along with
this wealth of information, the recent discovery of iodinecontaining organic compounds as potential sources of reactive halogen species during ozone depletion processes36 has

renewed interest in the investigation of photodissociation of
CH3 I adsorbed on ice. In fact, a recent study of the methyl
fragment produced by 248-nm photodissociation of CH3 I
on D2 O aptly complements the present study of the iodine
photofragment.37 The possible mechanisms for the direct release of reactive halogen species involved in ozone depletion
episodes at polar sunrise are not fully understood. Questions
remain unanswered regarding the relative quantum yields of
these reactive halogen species, the effects of solar radiation
and ice morphology on the uptake and release of these halogens, and the possibility of enhanced catalytic processes on
ice (snow) surfaces.38
The present study was designed to address some of these
questions using quantum-state-resolved measurements of the
ground-state I(2 P3/2 ) and excited-state I(2 P1/2 ) fragments released during photodissociation of CH3 I adsorbed on ice.
Wavelengths within (290 nm) and outside (260 nm) the actinic flux were used for photodissociation. TPD probed the
general structure and coverage of CH3 I adsorbed on ice. The
experimental conditions for both the TPD studies and stateresolved measurements are described in Sec. II. The TPD profiles of CH3 I adsorbed on ice and velocity distributions of
released iodine species are presented in Sec. III. The mechanisms governing the TPD profiles and the photodissociation dynamics of CH3 I adsorbed on ASW and PASW are
discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, conclusions are presented in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

thomas.orlando@chemistry.gatech.edu.
0021-9606/2013/138(8)/084703/9/$30.00

The experimental setup involved a custom-designed
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of
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5.0 × 10−10 Torr. The UHV chamber was equipped with a
cryogen-cooled, rotatable, polycrystalline zirconia substrate
(99.94% purity), a dosing system consisting of two leak
valves coupled to a differentially pumped dosing manifold, a
linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ToF-MS) for neutral
atomic and molecular fragment detection using resonanceenhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), and a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS) for monitoring desorbed species
during TPD analysis. The temperature of the polycrystalline
zirconia substrate could be varied from 90 to 900 K via
liquid-nitrogen cooling and resistive heating. The temperature
was monitored with a type-K thermocouple attached to the
substrate.
Prior to deposition, deionized water was subjected to several freeze-pump-thaw cycles. High purity (99.5%) CH3 I was
also passed through liquid nitrogen traps to remove any condensable contaminants. To prevent mixing of the adsorbates
before deposition, H2 O and CH3 I were dosed into the main
chamber via two separate effusive dosing systems. The surface of the zirconia substrate was cleaned by flash heating
to 900 K and then cooling back down to 90 K. This annealing process removed contaminants such as hydrocarbons and
chemisorbed iodine atoms from the surface of the substrate.
All experiments used approximately 50 monolayers (ML) of
ice, assuring that interactions associated with the zirconia substrate were removed or minimized.39 The ice was deposited
by background dosing of water vapor at 5.0 × 10−8 Torr.
CH3 I was adsorbed on PASW grown at 90 K and on ASW
grown at 130 K. The ice temperature was then kept at 90 K
to achieve a sticking coefficient close to unity for CH3 I, and
submonolayer coverages were deposited by dosing the CH3 I
vapor at 1 × 10−8 Torr for 10 s. For TPD experiments,
the substrate was heated linearly using a rate of 3 K/s and
the desorbing neutrals were monitored by QMS. The TPD
studies were performed to provide information on the coverage and the effect of ice morphology on the adsorption of
submonolayer CH3 I.
For the state-resolved measurements, a plume containing neutral fragments was created by photodissociating
adsorbed CH3 I using pulsed laser light at either 290 or
260 nm, which was generated by frequency doubling the
output of a Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) master
oscillator power oscillator with a barium borate (β-BBO)
doubling crystal. To ensure a single-photon process, a
defocused laser beam (∼6 μJ/pulse) was used to irradiate
the sample. Both ground-state I(2 P3/2 ) and excited-state
I(2 P1/2 ) atomic iodine desorbates were detected by focusing
a tunable pulsed ionization laser beam above and parallel
to the surface.40, 41 The distance between the surface and
the detection region was 0.8 mm for 260 nm and 1.2 mm
for 290 nm. The ground and excited states of neutral iodine
were detected using the I(6p[3]5/2 ← 5p 2 P3/2 ) and I(6p[1]3/2
← 5p 2 P1/2 ) (2+1) REMPI schemes at 304.67 and 305.57
nm, respectively.42 The laser wavelengths required for these
detection schemes were generated by frequency doubling
the output of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser with a potassium
dehydrate phosphate (KDP) crystal. Typical pulse energies
were ∼1.5 mJ/pulse, yielding detection sensitivities of
>106 atoms cm3 /quantum state. Using the REMPI schemes
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described above, the quantum-state-resolved velocity
distributions of the desorbing neutral iodine photofragments were detected by varying the delay time between
the photodissociating laser pulse and the ionization laser
pulse. All velocity distributions reported were acquired using
delay increments of either 50 or 200 ns. The experimentally
determined yield was ∼10−4 atoms per incident photon.
Assuming 1014–15 surface molecules/cm2 , the total removal
was at most 10−4 monolayers per shot. Since 100-200
shots were averaged to obtain the ToF spectra, 10−3 –10−2
monolayers were removed during data acquisition. Yield
versus laser exposure was tested at a single delay time and
found to be constant for longer than the duration of a typical
experimental run, so ToF spectra do not need to be corrected
for the loss of CH3 I during the measurement. New films were
deposited after every few ToF measurements.
III. RESULTS
A. Temperature-programmed desorption of 0.1 ML
CH3 I on ice

Figure 1(a) shows TPD spectra of 0.1 ML CH3 I adsorbed on PASW with three desorption states at 120, 150,
and 160 K. For CH3 I adsorbed on ASW, the TPD spectrum
(Figure 1(b)) shows only one broad desorption state centered
at 120 K, indicating that almost all of the CH3 I had desorbed before water began desorbing. For both PASW and
ASW, the low-temperature desorption feature likely corresponds to the presence of isolated monomers and weakly adsorbed two-dimensional clusters on the surface.8 Even though
submonolayer coverages of CH3 I were deposited, the adsorbate molecules were not entirely isolated from each other on
the surface, but likely formed dimers and even small islands.
In the case of PASW, CH3 I molecules may primarily adsorb into the pores and become trapped or caged. To test this
hypothesis, the TPD of CH3 I deposited on a 25-ML film of
PASW and then capped with another 25-ML film of PASW
was studied (Figure 1(c)). The caged CH3 I in the PASW layers had the same desorption states at 150 K and 160 K as
CH3 I adsorbed on PASW. However, no feature was observed
at 120 K because no CH3 I was available on the surface. The
feature at 150 K corresponds to rapid release of trapped CH3 I
during the crystallization of amorphous ice. This molecular
volcano effect has been described in detail by others using
trapped CCl4 in ice.43 As shown in Figure 1(d), the small feature in the CH3 I TPD at 160 K corresponds to the desorption
of amorphous ice.
B. Photodissociation of methyl iodide adsorbed
on ice

Ground-state I(2 P3/2 ) and excited-state I(2 P1/2 ) fragments
were observed using photodissociation wavelengths of 260
and 290 nm. The measured ToF spectra for I(2 P3/2 ) and
I(2 P1/2 ) from photodissociation of 0.1 ML of CH3 I adsorbed
on ASW and PASW were converted to velocity distributions
using the Jacobian transformation: Pv (v) = L2 t I(t), where
I(t) is the measured ion intensity at time t, L is the flight
distance, and v = L/t. These velocity distributions were
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FIG. 1. Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) of 0.1 ML CH3 I adsorbed on (a) 50 ML of PASW ice, (b) 50 ML of ASW ice, and (c) trapped
between two 25-ML films of PASW ice. The lower spectrum (d) represents
the TPD of 50 ML of PASW ice. The heating rate for all TPD spectra was
∼3 K/s. CH3 I was detected as m/z = 142 for all spectra, while H2 O was
detected as m/z = 18.

then fit to a sum of three Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions
with different translational temperatures (T), each with the
2
m 3/2 3
form: Pv (v)dv = 4π ( 2πkT
) v exp( −mv
)dv.44 The trans2kT
formed I(2 P3/2 ) and I(2 P1/2 ) velocity distributions are shown
in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Due to the high density of
data points at low velocities, many error bars were omitted
for visual clarity. These 95% confidence intervals had similar
widths across the entire velocity range. Both the I(2 P3/2 ) and
I(2 P1/2 ) velocity distributions were much broader than those
reported for gas-phase photodissociation of CH3 I. Though
the fits in Figures 2 and 3 are not unique, these empirical fits demonstrate the complexity of the photodissociation
event and subsequent desorption trajectories. Three components were necessary to adequately fit the transformed experimental data.
As discussed in more detail in Sec. IV B, the photodissociation event is a non-thermal process involving repulsive excited-state potentials, so it is not merely a statistical process that necessarily follows Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics. However, many systems with effective quenching
mechanisms follow Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (with nonthermal temperatures), and empirical fitting with multiple
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions is often used to gain insight
into the different desorption or dissociation channels contributing to the total yield.44 Changes in these distributions

as a function of photodissociation wavelength and substrate
type (ASW or PASW) provide information about the excited
surface states.
Photodissociation of CH3 I on ASW using 290-nm (Figure 2(a)) and 260-nm (Figure 2(c)) photons produced I(2 P3/2 )
with a Maxwell-Boltzmann component at the surface temperature of 90 K (peak velocity = 135 m/s). Intermediate components peaked at 265 and 245 m/s, and energetic non-thermal
components contained velocities that exceeded the maximum
velocity expected from direct gas-phase dissociation (vertical
line in figures). Photodissociation of CH3 I adsorbed on PASW
using 290 nm (Figure 2(b)) and 260 nm (Figure 2(d)) produced I(2 P3/2 ) yields with the slowest components peaked at
335 and 255 m/s, intermediate components peaked at 570 and
475 m/s, and fast components peaked at 1195 and 1105 m/s,
respectively. Both ASW and PASW yielded I(2 P3/2 ) fragments
with velocities up to 2000 m/s. However, since the total yield
from ASW was higher than from PASW, the relative importance of these high-velocity fragments was lower for ASW.
Therefore, in Figure 2, only velocities up to 1000 m/s were
shown for ASW.
Unlike I(2 P3/2 ), the I(2 P1/2 ) velocity distributions from
photodissociation of CH3 I adsorbed on either PASW or
ASW were entirely composed of non-thermal components.
As shown in Figure 3, the velocity distributions could be fit
using three Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. From CH3 I adsorbed on PASW and ASW using both 290 and 260 nm, the
slow I(2 P1/2 ) velocity components were 245-505 m/s, the intermediate components were 515-845 m/s, and the fast components were 1105-1390 m/s. The total yields, integrated over
all velocities, of the I(2 P1/2 ) fragment were always lower than
the corresponding I(2 P3/2 ) yields.
Representative ToF mass spectra for iodine photofragments from ASW and PASW are shown in Figure 4. I2 was
observed from CH3 I adsorbed on ASW, but it was not detectable within our sensitivity from PASW. The ToF spectra
for the non-resonant I2 signal observed during 290- and 260nm photodissociation of CH3 I adsorbed on ASW are shown in
Figure 5. The I2 signals were detected using 305 nm as well as
the 304.67 and 305.57 nm I(2 P3/2 ) and I(2 P1/2 ) REMPI wavelengths. The ToF spectra at 290 nm (open circles) and 260
nm (solid circles) were fit with Maxwell-Boltzmann components at 200–285 m/s, 405–495 m/s, and 685–865 m/s. While
I(2 P3/2 ) and I(2 P1/2 ) generally had much higher yields at 290
nm than at 260 nm, the I2 signal observed from CH3 I on ASW
was ∼18% higher using 260-nm excitation.
The velocity distribution data can be summarized as follows: (1) The I(2 P3/2 ) distributions for CH3 I adsorbed on
ASW have fast non-thermal, intermediate, and thermalized
components using both excitation wavelengths. (2) Thermalized components contribute little, if at all, to the I(2 P1/2 ) distributions. (3) The total I(2 P3/2 ) yields, integrated over all velocities, are ∼33% higher compared to I(2 P1/2 ) using both 290
and 260 nm on ASW. (4) On PASW, the I(2 P3/2 ) integrated
yields are ∼10.2 times higher compared to I(2 P1/2 ) for 290
nm and ∼2.6 times higher for 260 nm. (5) I2 formation occurs
on ASW at both excitation wavelengths but does not occur on
PASW at either wavelength. This information is summarized
in Table I.
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FIG. 2. I(2 P3/2 ) velocity distributions from photodissociation of 0.1 ML CH3 I adsorbed on 50 ML of ASW (a) and (c) and PASW (b) and (d). 290-nm (top
panels) and 260-nm (bottom panels) wavelengths were used to irradiate the surface. The solid lines show the overall fits as sums of Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions (see text). The dotted lines represent thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions with effective temperatures of 90 K. The dashed lines represent
energetic non-thermal components (see text for details). The vertical dotted lines represent the maximum velocities expected from gas-phase dissociation. Error
bars, which indicate 95% confidence intervals, were omitted for several low-velocity points to improve clarity.

TABLE I. Peak velocities, Maxwell-Boltzmann temperatures, relative photodissociation yields, and overall mean velocities and kinetic energies of I(2 P3/2 ),
I(2 P1/2 ), and I2 fragments from adsorbed CH3 I on ice surfaces.
Channel 1
λ (nm)
290

Channel 3

Ice type

Fragment

V (m/s)

Temperature (K)

V (m/s)

Temperature (K)

V (m/s)

Temperature (K)

Overall
relative yields

ASW

I(2 P3/2 )
I(2 P1/2 )
I2
I(2 P3/2 )
I(2 P1/2 )
I(2 P3/2 )
I(2 P1/2 )
I2
I(2 P3/2 )
I(2 P1/2 )

135
335
200
335
505
135
245
285
255
390

90
550
400
550
1250
90
300
800
320
750

265
655
405
570
845
245
515
495
475
780

350
2125
1600
1600
3500
300
1300
2400
1100
3000

605
1350
685
1195
1350
535
1105
865
1105
1390

1800
9000
4600
7000
9000
1400
6000
7400
6000
9500

14.9
11.2
2.8
10.2
1.0
5.5
4.2
3.3
3.9
1.5

PASW
260

Channel 2

ASW

PASW

Average
V (m/s)

KE (eV)

360
974
518
832
1000
362
851
676
719
1027

0.083
0.60
0.34
0.44
0.64
0.083
0.46
0.58
0.33
0.67
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FIG. 3. I(2 P1/2 ) velocity distributions from photodissociation of 0.1 ML CH3 I adsorbed on 50 ML of ASW (a) and (c) and PASW (b) and (d). 290-nm (top
panels) and 260-nm (bottom panels) wavelengths were used to irradiate the surface. The solid lines show the overall fits as sums of Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions (see text). The dashed lines represent energetic non-thermal components (see text for details). The vertical dotted lines represent the maximum
velocities expected from gas-phase dissociation. Error bars, which indicate 95% confidence intervals, were omitted for several low-velocity points to improve
clarity.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Structure of methyl iodide adsorbed on ice
and the effect of ice morphology

The TPD of 0.1 ML of CH3 I adsorbed on either ASW
or PASW was similar to that of CCl4 adsorbed on the same
type of ice.45 However, at the low CH3 I coverage used in
this study, there was very little indication of multilayer (threedimensional cluster) desorption from either ASW or PASW.
The feature at 120 K, shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), represents the desorption of CH3 I monomers and weakly interacting islands.46 According to previous studies of CCl4 on
PASW ice,14 adsorbates fill pores before occupying terminal surface sites. Therefore, when CH3 I was deposited on
PASW, the pores were filled before CH3 I began to accumulate on the surface. The TPD feature at 120 K was smaller
for PASW than for ASW because more water molecules
were trapped in pores on PASW (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)).
The trapped CH3 I molecules were then released at a much

higher temperature (150 K) due to restructuring of the ice.
CH3 I trapped in between two 25-ML films of PASW (Figure 1(c)) had TPD features at 150 K and 160 K that were
similar to that of CH3 I adsorbed on PASW. The rapid release observed at 150 K has previously been reported and
attributed to the phase transition from amorphous to crystalline ice.43 The overlap of the CH3 I desorption peak at 160
K and the TPD peak of H2 O (Figure 1(d)) suggests that not
all trapped CH3 I molecules escape into the gas phase during
the amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition. The remaining
CH3 I molecules are trapped at grain boundaries in the bulk
ice and desorb simultaneously with this polycrystalline ice
(Figures 1(a) and 1(c)).
These TPD experiments do not indicate bonding interactions between CH3 I and ASW. However, due to interactions
with other CH3 I molecules and frustrated motions, the overall
average symmetry of CH3 I likely changes from C3v to Cs as
it adsorbs. As discussed below, this change in symmetry can
lead to enhanced mixing of states and transition dipoles that
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B. Photodissociation mechanism

An atomic iodine fragment could be formed by photodissociation of photodesorbed CH3 I or photodissociation of
CH3 I adsorbed on ice. However, photodesorption followed by
gas-phase photodissociation and photoionization of the fragments would require a four-photon process, which was not
observed. Thermal desorption followed by photodissociation
and photoionization was also ruled out. Water ice is transparent at 260 and 290 nm, so most of the incident photons were
absorbed by the adsorbed CH3 I and polycrystalline zirconia
substrate.47 With a laser fluence of ∼300 μJ/cm2 and a pulse
width of 10 ns, the calculated temperature rise was insufficient to induce any appreciable thermal desorption. Adsorbed
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moment changes and spin-orbit coupling, the 3 Qo state mixes with the 3 Q1
and 1 Q1 states via non-adiabatic curve crossings (shown for the 1 Q1 state).
The inset shows the relative contributions of the 3 Qo , 3 Q1 , and 1 Q1 states
prior to adsorption-induced state mixing. The gray region shows, for illustrative purposes, how the potential energy curve of the 1 Q1 state might be
shifted from the gas-phase curve due to adsorption.

CH3 I could also dissociate via the well-known process of dissociative electron attachment (DEA), which involves an inelastic scattering event with a low-energy electron typically
produced by excitation of an underlying metal substrate. On
a Cu(110) substrate, a DEA mechanism for dissociation of
CH3 I was indicated by a TOF feature that was present for
CH3 I adsorbed on < 1.0 ML D2 O but not for CH3 I on thicker
ice films.37 The present study involved 50 ML of ice adsorbed
on polycrystalline zirconia, a wide band-gap (>5 eV) substrate. Since the bulk band gap of the zirconia was larger than
the incident laser photon energy (4.28 or 4.77 eV) and the
ice film was thick, dissociation of adsorbed CH3 I by singlephoton-induced electron attachment was unlikely. Thus, the
photodissociation events probed in these experiments were
occurring on the surface mainly via direct photoexcitation of,
or possibly indirect energy transfer to, the adsorbed CH3 I.
Photodissociation of CH3 I in the A band involves overlapping Franck-Condon transitions to three excited states:
3
Q0 , 3 Q1 , and 1 Q1 (Mulliken’s notation). At 260 nm, CH3 I
absorption mainly involves the 3 Q0 state, which is characterized by a transition moment parallel to the internuclear axis in
C3v symmetry (Figure 6). Direct excitation of the 3 Q1 and 1 Q1
states predominantly involves perpendicular transition moments. As the C-I distance increases, the 3 Q0 state approaches
an asymptote corresponding to I(2 P1/2 ), while the 1 Q1 and
3
Q1 states correspond to I(2 P3/2 ). Recent multi-reference spinorbit configuration interaction calculations regarding the relX A1 excitaative contributions of the 3 Q0 , 3 Q1 , and 1 Q1 ← 
tions to the overall A-band absorption have been reported.21
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As shown qualitatively in the inset in Figure 6, the 3 Q1 and
1
Q1 states contribute only small fractions to the observed oscillator strength at 260 nm prior to state mixing. The relative
contributions of these three states may change upon adsorption and clustering and will depend on the C-I fragmentation
coordinate, equilibrium geometry, and initial CH3 I internal
energy.
The theoretical work also demonstrated opposite effects
on the dipole moments for parallel and perpendicular transitions. The dipole increased (decreased) at larger C-I distances for parallel (perpendicular) transitions due to the significant electron redistribution associated with moving the
charge from the lone n(e) orbital localized on the I atom
to the antibonding a*1 orbital localized on the CH3 radical.
For adsorbed CH3 I, interactions with the ice and other CH3 I
molecules may shift the average C-I bond distances and lower
the symmetry of CH3 I from C3v to Cs .48 Calculations have
X
shown that the parallel μz component of the 3 Q2 (A ) ← 
(A ) transition moment becomes non-zero when methyl iodide’s molecular symmetry drops to Cs .22 Due to adsorptionand clustering-induced changes in bond length and symmetry, the dissociation of condensed CH3 I may be quite different
than the dissociation of gas-phase CH3 I.
As can be seen in Table I, the measured I(2 P1/2 )/I(2 P3/2 )
ratios on ASW were 0.75 and 0.76 for 290 nm and 260 nm,
respectively. Though these branching ratios are very similar
to each other, they differ substantially from the gas-phase
ratios. According to photoacoustic measurements following
gas-phase photolysis of CH3 I, the I(2 P1/2 )/I(2 P3/2 ) branching
ratio is 3.3 at 290 nm and 5.3 at 260 nm.49 The observed
predominance of I(2 P3/2 ) relative to I(2 P1/2 ) for photodissociation of adsorbed CH3 I may be explained by suppression
of the 3 Q0 contribution, enhancement of the 3 Q1 and 1 Q1
contributions, or involvement of states that do not contribute
in the gas phase, such as 3 Q2 . State mixing can also result
from coupling between CH3 I molecules in a two-dimensional
cluster.
In addition to the propensity for forming I(2 P3/2 ), the results show a clear deviation from the kinematics of gas-phase
photodissociation. For example, the maximum possible velocity of the iodine fragment (calculated by setting the internal fragment energies equal to zero) from gas-phase photodissociation should be 560 m/s (290 nm) or 629 m/s (260
nm) due to conservation of energy.50 The detected velocities
of iodine photofragments from adsorbed CH3 I (up to 2000
m/s) are quite similar for 260-nm and 290-nm irradiation even
though 260 nm should lead to marginally faster fragments.
The photodissociation mechanism is primarily intramolecular
for adsorbed CH3 I, so approximately the same amount of extra energy is theoretically expected for the 260-nm fragments.
However, collisions with other fragments after photodissociation may lead to higher velocities and obscure the small
initial difference in velocity between 260-nm and 290-nm
photofragments.
Figure 3 shows non-thermal I(2 P1/2 ) fragments with velocities well above 1000 m/s from CH3 I adsorbed on ASW
and PASW at 260 and 290 nm. Unlike light fragments of the
photodissociation process (methyl, m/z = 15), heavy fragments (I, m/z = 127) are known to exceed the velocities
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expected from gas-phase studies.44 In fact, heavy halogen
photofragments (bromine and iodine) with high velocities
that surpass those expected from gas-phase photodissociation have been previously reported in surface photochemistry
experiments.25 Cowin and co-workers have explained this deviation in terms of a simple dynamic model in which light
methyl fragments transfer some of their translational energy
to the heavy halogen fragments.51 The fastest components of
the energy distributions presumably correspond to these iodine fragments that have received energy by colliding with a
methyl fragment that is rebounding from the surface.
A recent photodissociation study of CH3 I on D2 O found
methyl fragments with significantly lower velocities than
would be expected from energy conservation in gas-phase
dissociation.37 The slowest component had a translational energy of 0.4 eV, which is ∼1.9 eV less than the gas-phase
value. The energy lost by these methyl fragments was most
likely gained by the corresponding iodine fragments through
collisions. If an iodine fragment gained 1.9 eV through collisions, bringing its translational energy up to ∼2.2 eV, its
velocity would be ∼1860 m/s, which is near the upper limit
of velocities observed. Therefore, the data on methyl and iodine fragments are consistent and indicate that collisions between fragments lead to energy transfer from CH3 to I. The
angle-resolved measurements of Miller et al. showed that
fewer collisionally slowed methyl fragments were detected at
off-normal angles.37 Thus, methyl fragments oriented toward
the surface are the most likely to lose energy due to collisions, and iodine fragments oriented away from the surface
are the most likely to gain energy from rebounding methyl
fragments.
The broad kinetic energy distributions of both the methyl
and iodine photofragments provide strong evidence for a mixture of CH3 I adsorption orientations. Additional information about orientation is obtained from the experiments of
Miller et al. involving irradiation by s- and p-polarized light.
Molecules with C-I axes normal to the surface absorbed ppolarized light to reach the 3 Q0 state, while s-polarized light
led primarily to contributions from molecules at various offnormal orientations with minor contributions from normally
oriented molecules in the 1 Q1 state. In addition, the structure of submonolayer CH3 I was found to be essentially the
same as the structure for larger coverages. It seems that CH3 I
molecules are not all oriented in the same direction, even at
very low coverages.
Even though the present study did not vary the polarization of the photodissociation laser, the link between the
3
Q0 state and I(2 P1/2 ) suggests that p-polarized light would
lead to a fast I(2 P1/2 ) component desorbing normal to the
surface. The link between the 1 Q1 state and I(2 P3/2 ) suggests that s-polarized light would lead to a fast I(2 P3/2 )
component desorbing normal to the surface. Additionally,
s-polarized light would lead to I(2 P1/2 ) molecules desorbing with various off-normal trajectories. The intermediate
components of the iodine velocity distributions likely arise
from CH3 I molecules with off-normal adsorption geometries (or molecules that rotate away from normal upon excitation). These iodine photofragments may suffer collisions
before escaping into the vacuum. Fittingly, the intermediate
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components generally contribute more to the ToF signal for
I(2 P1/2 ) than for I(2 P3/2 ).
Previous theoretical calculations and experiments of
methyl iodide adsorbed on LiF52–54 and MgO55 surfaces predict primarily perpendicular orientations with the halogen
atoms pointing down. At low CH3 I coverages, the trajectories of many of the iodine photofragments may be directed
toward the surface before escape. The slow, thermal components of the velocity distributions presumably correspond to
these iodine fragments that are oriented toward the surface
and undergo collisions with the ice. Not only do they lose
translational energy by colliding with the surface, they may
also change spin states. No thermalized I(2 P1/2 ) components
were observed because I(2 P1/2 ) fragments that equilibrated
with the surface became I(2 P3/2 ). Note also that ground-state
iodine fragments that thermalized with the ice substrate were
only observed when CH3 I was adsorbed on ASW (Figures
2(a) and 2(c)). In contrast, CH3 I adsorbed on PASW showed
no contribution from iodine atoms that equilibrated with the
ice substrate before escaping. As explained in Sec. IV A,
the presence of pores in PASW can either make the trapped
CH3 I molecules unavailable for photodissociation or trap iodine photofragments within the ice substrate.
CH3 and I photofragments that are trapped within pores
of PASW may recombine or react to form products that were
not detected in this experiment, such as CH3 CH3 I or CH3 OH.
In a study of caged CD3 Cl under ASW, 193-nm irradiation
produced a wide variety of hydrocarbons attributed to the photodissociation of caged molecules.6 Post-irradiation TPD was
not performed in the present study, but future work should
include this valuable step.

C. I2 formation and release

Figures 4 and 5 show that I2 is produced during the photodissociation of adsorbed CH3 I on ASW. A similar signal is
not observed for CH3 I adsorbed on PASW, where pores hinder collisions of neighboring iodine species and may also trap
any I2 that does form. From Figure 4, it appears that I2 formation occurs with a much greater yield when using 260 nm
compared to 290 nm. However, the signal intensities at different wavelengths are not directly comparable until being transformed into velocity space, as they were obtained at different
distances above the sample (0.8 mm for 260 nm, 1.2 mm for
290 nm). As shown in Table I, the total I2 yield integrated
over all velocities is only ∼18% larger at 260 nm than at 290
nm. The similar total yield implies that the overall dissociation cross sections are similar.
The measured I2 velocity distributions are dominated
by intermediate components that likely represent off-normal
trajectories necessary for I2 formation and escape. Previous
gas-phase experiments56 indicate that the presence of neutral
CH3 I dimers (at least) is required to form I2 . The TPD data
indicate the likely presence of dimers even at low CH3 I coverage, particularly on ASW. If the formation of I2 required
the presence of trapped I, a significant incubation dose would
be required. Under the flux conditions used, no such incubation period was observed. Though a role of trapped I can-
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not be ruled out, reactive scattering events on the surface are
more likely involved. Small adsorbed clusters and edge sites
on two-dimensional islands are ideal locations for formation
of I2 to occur. Off-normal iodine photofragment trajectories
may lead to effective collision geometries.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Photodissociation dynamics of CH3 I on both PASW and
ASW using photons within (290 nm) and outside (260 nm) the
solar actinic flux has been investigated. The ejected groundstate I(2 P3/2 ) and excited-state I(2 P1/2 ) photofragments were
detected using laser resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization. In contrast to gas-phase photodissociation, (i) the I(2 P3/2 )
photofragment is favored compared to I(2 P1/2 ) at both wavelengths, (ii) I(2 P3/2 ) and I(2 P1/2 ) have velocity distributions
that depend upon ice morphology, and (iii) I2 is produced on
ASW. The total iodine [I(2 P3/2 )+I(2 P1/2 )+I2 ] yields vary with
substrate morphology, with greater yields from ASW than
PASW using both 260- and 290-nm photons. The changes
in the I(2 P3/2 ) and I(2 P1/2 ) quantum yields relative to gasphase photodissociation may be attributed to bond-length and
symmetry changes induced by weak adsorption on the ice,
coupling to other CH3 I molecules or to collisions occurring between photodissociation and detection. Temperatureprogrammed desorption indicates that pore-free ice allows reactive scattering events that can result in formation of I2 products.
A valuable experiment to distinguish contributions from
CH3 I adsorbed on the surface and CH3 I trapped in pores
would be to heat the CH3 I/PASW to above 130 K, eliminating
surface CH3 I, before performing the photodissociation. Measuring the ToF spectrum for iodine fragments formed between
layers of PASW, as in Figure 1(c), would also provide information solely about the pores.
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